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Elevated in a Premier Location Overlooking the Marina on Hamilton Island, Jasmine House stands as a testament to

luxury living. This architectural masterpiece is artfully designed to encapsulate the essence of sophisticated island life.

The home unfolds over multiple levels, presenting a harmonious blend of expansive indoor and outdoor living spaces. At

its crown, a magnificent pool and decking area beckon, perfect for lavish entertainment or tranquil relaxation.Following

an extensive, top-to-bottom renovation, Jasmine House has been transformed into the pinnacle of modern island

elegance. It boasts wide-open living areas that seamlessly connect with the outdoors. Highlighted by a sumptuously large

pool, the sun-drenched decking area invites you to bask in the luxury of open-air living.Within Jasmine House are four

generously proportioned bedrooms, each a haven of luxury and privacy. The residence is crowned by a master suite like

no other. Positioned at the pinnacle of the home, it features a custom-designed bathroom suite and a private balcony. This

exclusive sanctuary offers breath taking views and serves as a serene escape.The home's design ingeniously maximizes

privacy while inviting in the panoramic beauty of the surroundings. Strategic use of floor-to-ceiling glass in relaxation,

culinary, dining, and social areas enhances the connection with the natural beauty outside.Key Features:- Four generously

proportioned bedrooms- Three & a half bathrooms- Fully furnished with contemporary island elegance- Includes two

buggies for convenient island exploration- Complete renovation - Large pool and entertaining areaJasmine House

presents a unique opportunity for discerning buyers. This contemporary showcase is ideal for families and groups seeking

a refined living experience in one of the island's most coveted spots.Schedule your private inspection of Jasmine House

today and step into a world where sophistication and nature harmoniously blend, offering an unmatched living

experience.


